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a very low ebb, and wc.s 0.lmost forf~otten or lost . How-
ever, it has survived the ch.,."nges of these ups and downs 
and has aroused more popular interest at the present than 
ever before. 
The block print offers a fascination which is diffi -
cult to find in any other medium . It was one of man 's 
first weans of expression, through which he told the 
story of life of the times in printed form . The block 
print combines the Eenius of the artist and the crafts-
man , and thereby provides a strong appeal to our tastes 
or feelings about works of art . One finds joy in this 
craft because it fulfills a long-felt need in people by 
stimulating creativeness which can be obtained at a 
price within range of al l. 
Block printinG aids in teaching art and crafts 
in our public schools . The elements of drawing, design, 
composition, and color are included in this craft . 
Producing block prints seems to thrill boys and girls 
who at one time took very little interest in this kind 
of a ctivity . 
Block printinE is exacting work but the begi~ner 
can learn quickly if he has the desire . In block print-
ing we can portray the life of our times in a medium 
which has been used for centuries by amateurs as well 
as masters of the craft . 
The craft of linoleum block printine; allows and 
encourages one to develop oricinal designs and ideas to 
2 
meet his various needs and uses . To produce original and 
outstanding prints , one must be familiar with the materials 
and equipment and their proper uses . 
In this study some of the various factors pertain-
ing to block printing are considered . The history and 
develop~ent of the craft , designs , tools and materials , 
working techniques and commercial uses are discussed . 
Since there has been such a vast amount of material 
written on this subject , only the most useful and pert-
inent facts and information have been used . 
3 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF BLOCK PRINTING 
Definition 
First of all , we should define the term block print-
ing . It is just what the name implies - printing with 
a block . According to Webster ' s Dictionary , a block 
is a "bulky, usually solid piece of wood , stone , or the 
like , usually with one or more flat faces" . 
The ~nc;y£lopedia Americana describes block printing 
as, 11 a process of transferrinc to paper , fabric or other 
material an inked image from a surface cut in relief . 
The printing block is often of wood (sometimes of lin-
oleum or lilrn substance) and the ink: is a paste or liquid 
carrying pigment or dye . The image transfer is made by 
pressure , variously applied . The process varies in 
technical details with both fine arts and craft appli-
catio~s . 113 
History 
The origin of block printing seems to be lost in 
mists of ancient times . Here are, however , a few state-
ments concerned with the beginnine_s of this craft . The 
origin of the art undoubtedly extends bacl{ before the 
31959 edition , Volw11e 4 , p . 98d. 
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Christian Era, where it was employed in a crude way by 
the ancient Egyptians . 
The following quotation describes the development 
of block printing in the Orient: 
Native Chinese historians date the 
beginning from engraved wood blocks in the 
sixth century A. D. The earliest known prints 
on paper were made during the T'ang dynasty 
( 618-905) . They were cheap reproductions 
in great quantities of religious paintings . 
The Japanese then learned the art of block 
printing from China in the eighth 4entury, 
the earliest known date being 770. 
Accordin5 to Lawrence Binyon, 11 The earliest l::nown 
woodcut known in the world at present is the Frontis-
piece to the Chinese text of a Sanskrit book, The Diamond 
Sutra . The print is dated 868 A. D. This old woodcut, 
intricate in design and skillfully cut is not so primitive 
in execut:ton as some later work . 11 5 
Authorities generally agree that this craft spread 
into Korea and Japan. Under the skilled hands of the 
Japanese craftsman, it developed to a perfection never 
equalled by thoee of any other country . 
It is difficult to trace the origin of the block 
print in Europe . It is possible that the art was brought 
from the Orient by wandering pilgrims or it could have 
been originated by the monks . 11 The earliest dated European 
woodcut is of the year 1 t'.J-23 . It is a representation of 
St . Christopher, gigantic in size, carrying the infant 
4charlotte D. Bone, Linoleum Block Printing for 
Amateurs (Boston: The Beacon Press, Inc . , 1937), pp . 1-2. 
Sperry, Q£· cit . , p . 23 . 
5 
Christ across a stream. 11 6 
About 1450 block books, which 2.re several blocl{-
printed sheets bound together , were made in the Rhine 
districts of Germany. After movable t;ype came into being , 
and after the invention of the Gutenperg press, block 
prints were used in books as ornamental borders, designs 
and illustrations . 
During the sixteenth century block printing was at 
a low level because of the amount of interest being 
given to engraved metal plates and it remained dead , so 
to speak, for about a century . 
In the latter part of the eighteenth century 
(about 1715) the English Society for the Encouragement 
of Arts and Manufactures offered a prize for the best 
woodcut of the year . Thomas Bewick won the prize for 
his cut of 11 The Huntsman and the Old Hound 11 , which has 
been used in Gay's Fables . He also introduced the "white-
line" method (cutting away the outline of the design and 
leavin5 the rest in relief to be printed) and the use of 
end grain of wood , which is a much easier process than 
cutting the side grain . 7 In the early part of the twentieth 
century (about 1910) it was fou..11d that linoleum , made of 
prepared cork on a base of burlap for floor coverings , 
was a suitable means for block printing . Linoleum is 
strong enough to withstand the pressure required for 
printing , yet it is softer to cut than wood and , better 
6B . .... -one , on . Clu ., p . J • 7 _._ 
Ibid., p . 6. 
6 
still, it has no grain ( as is the case with wood) to be 
8 considered in the designs o 
Some of the artist who became masters of the craft 
across the centuries are as follows:9 
(1) Ukioye artists (a group of professional 
J apanese artists) 
(2) Albert Durer 
( 3 ) Hans Holbein 
(4) Jean Papillon 
(5) Thomas Bewick 
(6) William Blake 
The Woodcut and Wood Engraving 
Xylography, according to Webster ' s Diction§ry , 
is 11t he art of engraving on wood or of taking impressions 
from engravin[s so made . 11 Therefore , the person who 
works with woodcuts and wood engravings and takes inked 
prints from them is engaged in the craft called xylography . 
That which determines whether a particular print 
is a woodcut or a wood engraving is not in its method 
of being produced , but in knowing which surface of the 
wood was used . If the print is produced from end- grain 
wood it ~s a wood en[ravinf . If it is cut on the side 
grain or plankwise wood, it is a woodcut . 
The end-grain used in wood engravins makes it 
possible to produce very delicate white lines in shadow 
areas and striking spaciousness . A variety of lines 
can be used to suggest detail . The woodcut on the other 
hand, presents a striking contrast to the wood engravings , 
SI bid . 
9Perry , .212. · cit . , p . 30 . 
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mainly because of the fact that the craftsman is abl e to 
take advantage of the grain of the wood in his plank-
wise cut block . 
The woods used im making woodcuts usually are from 
the fruit - tree woods . Cherry wood was preferred by the 
Orientals , mainly Japanese . However , apple , pear , sycamore 
and others are used . If the lines and areas of the print 
are required to print evenly , pine , sweet gum , beech 
10 
or any even regular grained wood is preferred . 
Concerning the tools used in making woodcuts , 
Bigfs states that they " ••• are few and simple , a knife 
and gouge being all that are stri c tly necessary . A few 
s i zes of gouges and a fei,·1 chisels make work easier s.nd 
quicker though not invariable better . 11 11 
In wood en5raving , a hard close- grained wood is 
r equired . The most commonly used wocd is called boxwood . 
The best quality used to be obtained from the forests 
of Turkey . 
It is still referred to as Turkey box but is 
actually imported to Encland from South Africa . 12 
Perry gives the following process for preparing 
wood blocks for wood engravin5 : 
Boxwood logs are about eifht inches in 
diameter and are sawed into cross sections , 
each about an inch thick . The sections are 
smoothed , polished , and marked off into squares . 
These squares are then cut and sorted accord-
10John R. Biggs , Woodcuts ( London : Blanford Press , 
19ss) , 1r. 2s Ibid. , p . 3 1. 
12Ibid. , p . 4 1. 
8 
ing to color , closeness of texture , and quali t y •••• l 3 
Ac cording to Bi~gs , the tools needed in wood engrav-
ing have a special requirement . He says that the point 
of the tool should be just beyond the tip of the thumb 
when held in the working position, otherwise it is diff-
icult to control the tool . He also states that a tool 
which is too short is better than one that is too long . 
The graver or burin , the spitstick , the round scorper , 
t he tint tool , the multiple tool , and the square scorper 
or chisel are the main tools used in wood engravinG . 14 
The woodblock squares for wood engravint: used to 
be bound together in an iron chase , and as a result of 
a rather loose binding , a thin whi t e line would often 
be left on the print , revealing the space between each 
block . A newer method of usine: iron rods with threaded 
ends fitted with win[ed nuts , eliminated this white line 
by bindint: the squares more closely together . This has 
other advantages , as the blocks can be removed , [iven 
to separate ensravers , reassembled and bound a[ain much 
quicker , thus saving valuable time . 15 "It was in this 
way th&t old engravers of the Civil War period were made 
in Frank Leslie ' s Illustrated Weekly , Haroer ' s Weekly , 
· nc other pc: per s of that time . " 1 6 
13Perry , 14B1gg s 1 5 , 
16Perry , Ibid . , 
212.• cit . , pp . 34- 35 . 
.Ql?.o cit ., pp . 46- 47 . 
OD . cit . , p . 35 . p.- 30.-
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CHAPTER III 
LINOLEUM : THE MODERN SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD 
Linoleum is defined in Webster ' s Dictionary as 
11 linseed oil solidified by oxidation", or 11 a floor cover-
ing made by laying , on a burlap or canvas backing , a 
mixture of solidified linseed oil with t::ums , corl;;: dust 
(or wood flour or both) , and usually pigments . " 
In cutting and producing block prints , linoleum 
can be used instead of wood . However , both linoleum and 
wood are used by modern block printers . Linoleum is 
relatively inexpensive and easy to obtain . Since it 
has no grain , it can be worked with ease ; that is , cutting 
in all directions . 
Two major kinds of linoleum are manufactured . 
One is the ree:ular patterned linoleum used mainly in 
floor covering . The other is known as battleship lino-
leu~ , made by a slightly different process , and is a 
solid , over - all color , usually white , tan , brown , black 
or' green . 
Battleship linoleum seems to be the kind best 
suited to block cutting and printing . Patterned lino-
leum is a confusing medium with which to work because 
10 
of the pattern and many colors . 17 
Battleship linoleum has a burlap bacldnF~~ anC. comes 
in various thicknesses . The r:10st common thicknesses are 
one-fourth , three-sixteenths and one- eichth of an inch. 
Due to the fact that linoleum is very much affected 
by heat and cold , it should be handled carefully to avoid 
cracking . If a roll of linoleum is hard and cold , it 
s hould be left standinE in a warm room for a couple of 
days so it will asain become pliable . As a precaution 
one should never roll or unroll linoleum when it is c old . 
The Manufacture of Battleship LinoleU1I1 
According to Perry , "battleship linoleum i.s composed 
of linseed oil , cork, wood flour , gums , resins , coloring 
matter , and burlap scientifically put toe:ether e.nd made by 
specially desicned machinery . 111 8 
Perry states further that the most important ingre-
dient to the quality of linoleum is oxidized linseed oi l. 
The raw oil comes from flaxseed , and there can be no 
short cuts or carelessness in refining and oxidizing 
the raw product without causing a bad effect on the 
quality of the linoleUII1 produced . Aging , settling and 
heat treatment in large oil- fired kettles are required 
in the process . Many hours are required to remove all 
17Francis J . Kafka , Linoleum Block Printing 
(Bloomington, Illinois : McKnight and McKni[ht 
Publishinf Company , 1955) , p . 28 . 
18Perry , QI?_ . cit . , p . 43. 
1 1 
volatile matter and thoroughly refine the oi1 . 19 
Oxidation must take place very slowly and naturally 
to malrn linoleum of the greatest toughness , smoothness 
and durability . 'l'he process must not be hurried since 
weeks are required to properly do the job . 
KaL;:a gives a brief account of the birth of lin-
oleum as follows : 
In 1863 an Englishman , Frederick Walton 
noticed what the painter notices every time 
he forgets to cover his can of paint . He exper-
imented with the thicl<:: , rubbery skin which 
fcrwed over the surface of the paint and con-
cluded that the ac0ion of oxygen on the lin-
seed oil was the cause of this skin formation . 
At that time in England many floors were covered 
with a substance made from rubber mixed with 
powdered cork . Walton was quick to discover 
that a fine floor coverinc could be made by 
mixinc powdered cork with the oxidized linseed 
oil. A mate~·ial called 11 oilcloth 11 , which we.s 
made by placing heavy coatin[s of oil paint 
over woven hemp or burlap was a popular fabric 
of the time . Fror:1 this Wal ton conceived the 
idea of spreading this newly formed material 
over burlap , and thus linoleum was born. 20 
Originally the proce~ure for manufacturing linoleum 
was called the " scrim" method . Oil was piped in from 
refinin[ vats and poured over large thin , white cloths 
hansin[ vertically from a ceiling. A thin fil~ adhered 
to the cloth and was allowed to dry for about a day . 
This process was repeated daily for several weeks . 21 
However , in more modern methods 11 •• • the linseed oil 
is placed in agitatin5 tanks and fine streams of oxygen 
19Ibid. 
2°Kaf~a , 2.1?. · cit . , p . 27 . 
2 1 Perry , 212. · cit . , pp . L~3-44 . 
1 2 
are forced throurh the oil . In a comparatively short 
time the oil absorbs enoueh of the oxygen to stiffen it 
into a viscous mass . 112 2 
The resulting material is cut down and ground up 
into a pulpy mass . Gums are properly added and the mass 
is heated and churned for several hours . Colors are 
then appropriately added with resins and cork flour, 
and after several more hours the material becomes a 
linoleum mix . 2 3 
It is from this mix that battleship linoleum is 
produced . 11 The mixture is pressed onto the burlap through 
a set of parallel rollers similar to those on a wash 
wringer . The rollers are adjusted to make the linoleum 
the exact thickness required . The linoleum ls too soft 
for use at this stage so it is placed on rollers and 
baked in special ovens until it is just the correct 
hardness . 1124 
Cutting or Trimming Linoleum 
The piece of linoleum will seldom be of the proper 
size needed for the desired print . Consequently, the 
linoleum will have to be cut or trimmed . It should be 
about one-fourth of an inch larger on each border than 
the a ctual design . The tools needed for the job include 
a pencil, a sharp knife , and a steel square or rule . 
22Kafka, 
23Perry, 24r.raf1r~ l\. .L!i...c.;. ' 
loc . cit . 
-- --~. .<:_it • ' p • '44 . 
loc . cit . 
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The procedure for cutting is as follows : 
1. Be sure linoleum is warm and pliable before 
cutting . 
2 . Make guide lines on linoleum surface using 
pencil . 
3. Using steel square or rule as the guide , cut 
shallow lines with sharp knife . 
4 . Press linoleum over edge of table or similar 
item on cut line , thereby cracking it on the cut 
line . 
5 . Fold linoleum over aLd cut throue:h burlap 
backing with sharp knife . 25 
If there is a constant or standard size for the 
prints one should trim as many as the strip of linoleum 
will permit . These should be stored with the surfaces 
together . Place a weight on top to insure flatness of 
the piece s . They will not need to be mounted if the 
prints will be made by hand . However , if a power press 
is used, mounting will become necessary . 
How to Make Blocks Type High 
The plain linoleum bloc k s are called unmounted 
blocks and those with an added backing are the mounted 
bloclrn . It depends upon the type of printine- being 
done whether the blocks are mounted or unmounted . 
When usin5 u power press to make prints , one should 
carefully mount the block of linoleum on a bonded , or 
laminated , wood (such as plywood ), so that the combined 
height of the linoleum and wood is type high . It is very 
25 Ibid., pp . 28-29 . 
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important that mounted blocks be very flat and free from 
warps . Plywood is, therefore, reco~n ended because it 
doesn't warp easily . However, . Polk feels that 11 ••• it 
is much more practica l to secure the blocks ready made , 
as they are far more satisfa ctory c:nd they cost no more 
than the necessary ma teria ls for the mounting of the 
regula r linoleum . 1126 Nevertheless , both methods are used . 
Kafka states the following about the importance 
a nd definition of type height: 
The most important item that must be 
lea rned wh en printing the block in a power 
press is that the linoleum must be mounted 
on wocd, and the total hei ghtTfrom the back 
surface of the wooden block to the printing 
surface of the linoleum) must be . 918 of an 
inch (or, approximately 11/12 of an inch) . 
This heieht is known as "type high" and 
refers to the height of a piece of standard 
typ e from the foot of the typ e to the print-
ing surface . 27 
An explana tion concerning the methods of making 
linoleum blocks type high is ~iven as follows : 
The height may be determined by using 
calipers or a machinist ' s rule . The best 
method, however , is by usinE the type high 
gauge . The linoleum block cut , mounted on 
wood , is slipped in between the machined 
faces of this gauge •.•• A convenient method 
of a rriving at the proper height is to mount 
1/8-inch linoleum on 3/4-inch plywood . 
This results in a total height of . 875 of an 
inch. The balance may be made up by pasting 
layers pf thin paper to the back of the 
block . 2b 
This expla n a tion shows the need for usin£ shims to 
26Ralph W. Polk, Essentials of Linoleum- Block 
Printi~ (Peoria, Illinois : The Manu:?.l Arts Press, 
1 9 27 ) ' ~ • 1 6. 2 RKafka, 212. · cit . , p . 71 . 2cibid . 
1 5 
build the linoleum block to the necessary height . 
The amount of shims will, of course, depend on the 
thickness of the linoleum slab and the thickness of 
the plywood block being used . 
The surfaces to be glued together should be very 
clean. Then a thin even coat of c lue (Frankl in hyde 
glue is satisfactory) is applied to both surfaces . 
These surfaces are placed together and clamped tightly . 
After one day the cla~ps can be removed and , if necessary, 
trim the linoleum to the correct size . The edges and 
ends of the ~ounted block may then be planed smooth. 
The try-square is a good tool to use for testinE the 
squ:J.reness of the mounted blocks . If properly (securely) 
g l ued , the piece should be moisture-proof from the back . 
A Depiction of Linoleum Block Printing 
The process of block printing can be divided into 
two p3.rts: sincle bloclrn and multibloc~:s . Black-and-
white prints and one-color prints are clµssified as 
sincle blocks . Color prints made from more than one 
block are classified as multiblocks . Both metheds can 
be divided into four QYJ.i ts . These are designine:_:, trans-
ferrin~, cutting , and printing . A fifth UDit, mounting, 
could be included . Very effective results can be obtained 
in this unit of work . 
A diae:ram of linoleum block printinc can be shown 
as such: 29 
29Perry, Q£· cit . , p . 46. 
16 
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PRINTING I 
[ 
I Single [1ocl<:J_ ___ =1 ________ r_•,1u ___ 1_t_.iblo~ 
Q _c~ I nit 1 r-Dnit 2 I [tinit 31 signing ~'-T_ra.n_s_f_e_rring_J L__Quttigg_J 
[ LINOLEUM BLOCK 
---1 
!Unit 4 ! Printing 
The balance of this study will be concerned only 
with the single block , usine~ linoleum <::c s the medium . 
CHAPTER IV 
DESIGNING AND TRANSFEP..RING 
In making satisfying block prints, it is very 
important that one creates a suitable design. Poor 
prints usually occur because the planning was hurried 
and the prints were carelessly produced . Since all 
prints made from the block will be the same, it is wise 
for one to seriously consider the design to be used. 
The Subject 
The subject should be selected with care, since 
the aim is to create unique and interesting prints . 
When the subject has been decided upon, it should be 
carefully studied so that the main idea is brought out 
boldly in the desit;n . It is best if unusual, wholesome 
and interesting subjects depictinf the beauty , character 
and life of our tiDes are selected . By studying both 
old and modern prints one can find a very wide range of 
subjects . M:any subjects lend themselves to block print-
ing . Many beautiful and interesting subjects m3.y be 
found in one's own home . Actually a person has the 
whole world from which to choose . 
The following quotation explains clearly the kinds 
of subjects whi-:h are best to desicn on the linoleum 
18 
block : 
The designs should consist of compara-
tively large areas of flat masses , with a 
minimum cf light lines, dots , or other detail. 
Hair-lines or extra fine portions should be 
avoided , as they are extremely difficult to 
engrave in the linoleum , and they will not 
withstand the heavy impression that is necessary 
in printinG . Hi~hly conventionalized designs 
especially bold in tone are best suited to this 
work . Silhouettes make excellent copy for 
blocks . 30 
One does have a certain amount of freedom in working 
with linoleum as is stated here : 
Althoue_:h the designs must be kept simple 
in construction , there should be surficient 
breaking up of lines and masses , and irregu-
l arities of shapes, and contours , to preserve 
interest . One need not feel limited by the 
pecularities of this medium , as many striking 
designs may be cut in linoleum . 31 
A few simple rules which can serve as a guide in 
-·2 
designing are su~gested by Bone as follows : 5 
(1) Select a design appropriate for 
the purpose for which it is to be used . 
(2) Keep the design as simple as possible 
by including in it only what is necessary . 
(3) Use masses of contrasting areas 
and when lines are needed , make them heavy . 
Everything in the design should be heavier than 
a pen or pencil drawing . 
(4) Concentrate on the foreground and 
avoid a complicated background . 
(5) Add a border around the designed 
area whenever possible , as it facilitates 
inking the block with a roller and strengthens 
the block for printing . A border is especially 
needed when there is much 5oue:;ing to be done . 
~o 3 1 Po~~ ' Q£· cit . , pp . 17-1 8 . Ibid . , p . T~ 
32B~ne , .212. · cit . , p . 16 . 
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How to Design for a Sintle Block 
When only one block is used for the printing , it 
is called a black and white or a one- color print ( when 
a particular color , red , yellow , blue , green etc . is 
used) . As the desi~n is planned , the basic principles 
- repitition , proportion , rhythm , bc_lance , dominanc e 
e.nd subordinance - should be kept in mind as they play 
a bit part in the success of the print . After the design 
has been selected , studied , and the unnecessary and dis -
tractin[ details omitted , it should be put aside for 
a few days . After this time has elapsed , one should 
then e:o back to it and there will Ull.doubtedly be some 
important chanees rnade . It should be remembered that 
a block print should sucgest rather than express all 
the fine details . 
There are several procedures in desig:nint: for a 
single bloclr print . Pe2ry explains two of these . One , 
the drawing may be made on paper with a brush and India 
ink , or a large , soft lead pencil . Brush in boldly 
whc.t is desired on the print . This drawing vrill tl:en 
be transferred to the block . Two , paint a thin wash of 
Chinese white water color over the block . Draw directly 
on the block with a soft carbon pencil or India ink . 
This method allows greater freedon; in drawing . 33 
Another method which may be employed is by apply-
ing plqin white tempera (show card paint) to the sur-
33Perry , S'.l?. · cit ., p . 53 
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face of the linoleum block . 34 11 If the tempera ' crawls 1 
... mix a bit of ivory soap into the tempera paint . 11 35 
The basic idea in all these various metLods is to make 
the lines visible on the linoleum surface . 
Kinds of Designs 
Bone lists tl:t..ree effects obtained b;y ciifferent 
methods of design used in block printing . They are as 
follows : 36 
(1) Gouged work on which some areas 
of the surface of the block are left uncut 
anci other areas are couged out so that the 
printed d(Si[n presents a contrast of printed 
and unprinted masses . 
( 2) White- line in which narrow cuts 
are made with a veiner . All the rest of the 
surface is thE:m inlced and the printed design 
will be a mass of the color of the ink , broken 
only by tr.i.e narrow , unprinted lines . 
(3) Black- line in which the background 
is removed with a couge , leaving only narrow 
lines to be inked . 
Ten types of designs are listed below. They may 
be used singly or in combination to give one a broad 
r ange from which to work . 37 
Black and White 
1 . Silhouette 
2 . Silhouette design cut intaglio 
3 . Partial silhouette 
4 . Heavy poster outline 
5 . White line 
6 . Shadow massing 
34Robert B. Sonderman , Linoleum Bloc~ Printigg_ 
Lecture , ( Eastern Illinois University : Industrial 
Arts 452 , July 22 , 1959) . 
55paul E. Piering:, "Linoleum Block Printing 11 , 
Industrial Arts and Vocational Educatiog , 50 ( J une , 
1 9 61 ) ' g. 38. 
3 Bone , on . cit . , np . 1 6- 1 7 . 37 -~ --. ~ (::; 
Perry , QR · ~:!'._ . , p . _ _,9 . 
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7 . Mass and line 
8 . Decorative forms 
Color Worl;: 
9 . Tone drawings for multiblocks 
1 o. Tone drawings with l{ey block 
Definitions of the types of black and white 
-i:s prints are as follows:~ 
The silhouette h~s balance between the fiEure and 
background . It consists of onl;y one figure to a block . 
It prints a block silhouette on a white background . 
The silhouette cut intaglio is one in which white 
masses are introduced . Many striking and interesting 
effects are obtained by this method . Webster ' s Dictionary 
defines intaglio as "a carving or an ene:ravin5 depresBed 
below the surface of the material so that an impression 
from it yields an image in relief . 11 
A partial :::ilhouette is one in which white masses 
are introduced . Many striking and interesting effects 
are obtained by this method . 
The ~ter outline is bound by a heavy black line 
which is full of character . T:1is is a good example of 
a blacl;: line on a white background . 
The white line has the design cut down in the block, 
givin5 the effect of white lines on the print . (Intaglio 
cutting is an illustration.) 
Shadow massing is obtained by usinE only the shadows 
of the objects chosen . All shadows are left in relief 
38rb·, -~S!:. · ' pp . 60-63 . 
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2"nd the pe.rts representinc lit,ht are cut away . 
The ma s s - and- line is a combination of dark areas 
with white or black lines added . 
the baclcground with decorative features . 
In transferring a design to the block one must 
keep in mind an important fact . This is that the finished 
print will be reversed in relation to the design which 
has been cut into the block . If a certain figure or 
pattern faces to the left on the block , it will fa c e to 
the ri[ht on the finished pr i nt . This can be compared 
to the reflection in a mirror . For this reason all kinds 
of lettering must be reversed on the block . But if a 
design does not need to be reversed , it should be drawn 
directly on the rlock . This provides for more freedom 
and individuality in the work . 
Preparation of the Block 
The block should have a dull surfac e and should 
be prepared in such a way that the lines of the design 
are readily visible . This makes the process of outlining 
much easier . The methods of preparing the surface were 
discussed in the previous section on Designing . 
Dr . Sonderman adds further that the linoleum may 
be made pliable and soft by applying kerosene to the 
surface to be cut . This serves as a lubricant end , 
therefore , will permit smoother and easier cutting 
and will partially eliminate the tearing frequently 
encountered when the surface is not properly prepared . 
TransferrinE the Design to the Block 
After the design has been traced on the tracing 
paper , it is now ready to be transferred to the block . 
There are a number of ways of transferrin5 the design. 
The use of carbon paper, is one of these and is a very 
good method . The carbon paper should be placed on the 
block and the tracing paper placed over the carbon paper . 
The design is then transferred to the block by using 
a pencil (6H is good) or a pointed stick . If it is not 
essential that the design be reversed , it may be trans-
ferred directly to the biock . If , however, it must be 
reversed (such as lettering) , the design should be laid 
face down 2nd then transferred. Also , if one has natural 
ability in drawinf the design may be sketched directly 
on the block . This eliminates the use of the tracing, 
which requires the use of tracine peeper and carbon paper , 
as explained above . 
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CHAPTER V 
CUTTING AND GETTING REt~DY FGR PRINTING 
We are now ready for the process of cutting. 
The part of the block which is to print is left in relief 
and the parts which are not to print are cut away . Since 
this is true, the block should be studied very carefully 
to determine which parts are to be left in relief and 
which are to be cut away . It is wise to mark in some way 
the parts to be removed (cross-hatching with a pencil , 
for example) to eliminate rnista"rns . Since it is difficult 
to repair mistalrns in the linoleum, care must be taken 
at all times when cutting . 
Bone lists a few general rules suggestin£ some 
of the effects which may be obtained in a design by 
different cutting processes . They are as follows:39 
(1) Simple vertical lines in the sky 
sut::c.est height . 
(2) Horizontal lines in the sky suggest 
quietnese . (3) A sunburst effect creates an impres-
sion of bri[htness . 
(4) Slanting lines susgest movement and 
action . 
(5) Breaking up a solid mass , by remov-
ing small irretular bits of linoleum, produces 
a luminous, dark mass . 
(6) A series of lines in the eky creates 
39Bone, 212.· ~it . , p . 20 . 
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activity in a mass, without detracting from 
the subject o It also produces a tone half-
way between white and black . 
A bench hoolc, found in any well - equipped craft 
laboratory is an excellent aid in cutting the desi5n 
on the linoleum block . It allows the block to be held 
firmly on the workbench or table and thus makes the 
cuttin5 easier . There is also a manufacured jig which 
may be used as is illustrated in Appendix B. Correct 
and incorrect procedures in cutting are a lso shown in 
Appendix B •. 
Tools and Their Care 
The to ols used in linoleum block printing are 
relatively inexpensive and , if properly sharpened , they 
will five very satisfactory use . Henry Frankenfield , 
in his book entitled Block Printi~ with Linoleum states 
that " ••. it is quite necessary that tools should be 
sharp to do the best work . Tools are covered with a rust 
preventative when purchased, and this is easily removed 
with a few thrusts through a. piece of scrap linoleum. 
When tools lose their keen edge they may be dressed 
using a fine grained abrasive stone . These sharpening 
stones can be procured at a hardware store . Dress the 
tools at the same an[le as they were when originally 
40 ground . " 
The six cutters which are comn;only used in linoleum 
40Henry Frankenfield , Block Printing with Linoleum 
(Camden , New Jersey : C. Howard Hunt Pen Company, 
1956 ), p . 11 . 
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block printing , particularly for school use , are as 
follows : 4 1 
( 1 ) number 1 cutter the small V-veiner 
( 2) number 2 cutter the large V-veiner 
( 3) number 3 cutter the U-shaped veiner ( 4) nulllber 4 cutter the round gouge 
( 5 ) number 5 cutter the square gouge ( 6) number 6 cutter the knife 
These cutters are the regular or conventional type 
and are pushed through the linoleum. 
A newer kind of tool has been nroduced and is 
called the Linozip . Frankenfield com:nents on this as 
follows : 
For free expression , and a more creative 
line the Linozip is an excellent tool to use . 
Hold it like a pen or a pencil , pull it toward 
you with steady pressure . This type of a tool 
make s nice textured backgrounds , and is an 
excellent addition to the line of regular 
conventional type cutters . 42 
This tool produces a new technique and is safer 
to use , particularly for junior high school pupils . 
Illustrations showin5 both kinds of cutter tools and the 
cutter handle are shown in Appendix B. 
Again , the importance of ~eepin5 the tools prop-
erly sharpened 12 emphasized . If at any time a tool 
shows sizns of dullness it should be sharpened i~med-
lately . When a tool is not sharp it will tear the lino-
leum , instead of mal;;:ing a good clean cut which is so 
important for crisp , clear prints . A dull tool is also 
4 1Glenn S . Duncan , "Recreational Craftwork , 
Laboratory and Subject Matter Syllabus ", (Charleston , 
Illinois : Eastern Illinois State Collee:_:e , 195 1 ) , p . 1Li.3 . 
2
Frankenfield , ~· cit . , p . 10 . 
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liable to slip . This can ruin a block and is alse dan£er-
ous to the worker . There should be a rack for storing 
the tools when net in use . A better method of storing 
them is to put a cork stopper or the like over the cutting 
edge of each tool . 
How to Cut the Block 
In cutting the block , the first factors to consider 
are the correct hei~ht of the work table and to h~ve 
good liehtinE . The block placed on the bench hook or 
the jig as described previously . The tool is held in 
the hand , either rie-ht or left, depending en whether the 
person is right- or left-handed . One should always push 
the tool away from the hand holding the block , unless 
usinE the Linozip cutter . It will require experience 
in cutting to determine how to hendle to tool ~ost 
efficiently . 
The tool should be held ~t about a 30-degree anEle 
and pushed away from the worker with a slight rie:ht 
and left :novement of thG hand . For a thin_ •er cut, the 
hand should be lowered, arni for :i. deeper cut, it should 
be ~aise6 . A cood method for cutting the desiln is to 
use the s~all V-veiner first . (A line print can be made 
after this has been done . ) Then the bac~ground material 
should be removed usin~ a gouge or U-shaped veiner . 
(A mass print can be produced when this is completed . ) 
One should be sure that the various areas are banked 
or beveled so they will "hold up" in the printing process . 
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Generally speaking , the larger the area , the deeper the 
cut . 4 3 
Mistakes in Cutting 
W'nen a serious error is made a new block should 
be cut , since the linoleum is difficult to repair . 
Two ways bf repo.iring the linoleum are to insert a new 
piece of linoleum and to use plastic wood . However , 
both methods are tedious and not too satisfactory . 
If the one cutting gives the work serious concentration 
and uses properly sharpened tools many mistakes can be 
eliminated. 
Equipment and Materials Needed 
Paper is the indispensable medium on which the 
prints are made . Very often little thou[ht or care is 
given to the paper to be used . Authorities in the field 
agree that papers which are soft, fibrous , tough and have 
a hiEh absorbent qualities are the best to use . Glazed 
papers should never be used as they have poor absorbent 
qualities and are too hard . 
William S . Rice states 11 that of the various papers 
used in printing , nothing works quite so satisfactorily 
as Hosha , a Japanese paper which may be obtained of 
Japanese dealers in large cities . The absorbent quGlity 
of Japanese papers enable them to pick up all the inlr in 
43p - . . oo 8 1 erry , S212. · ci~ . , pp . u - • 
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the printing . 11 44 
Other equipment and materials which will be nseded 
are the printint press , pr~nting ink , the brayer , the 
slab , and newspaper print . [ 
Frankenfield descri9es the brayer as 11 •• • a roller 
to roll the ink in an eve1 film on the bloc k , • . . and 
usually four inches wide , (although some are larger ) 
with a comfortable handle land risers on the frame to 
keep i t free from the sur~ace when set down . 11 4 5 
A slab is for sprea4ing the ink and may be of any 
non- porous material . A nJece of plate glass is ~uite 
satisfactory . The newsprint is for protecting the work -
ing surface of the table Jr bench from the exc ess ink . 
Pro.per Carel for _ the Equipment 
I 
The most important ~hint: to remember here is to 
kee p the brayer and slab ~lean . They should never be 
stored with excess printiijg ink on them . White gasoline 
I 
is a very good substance for cleanin5 purposes ; kerosene 
may be used . The rubber roller in the brayer should 
be cylindrical in shape . "If it becomes worn j_t may 
be replaced or dressed down . 1146 
44Wi lliam S . Rice , Block Prints , How to Make Them . 
(Milwaukee : The Bruce Publishing Company , T94~p~. 
45Franlrnnfield , on . cit . , p . 7 . 46 ~ -~ 
Sonderman , loc . cit . 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE PROCESS OF PRINTING 
A rather extensive list of the materials and tools 
and equipment used in linoleQ~ block printing are given 
below. The items listed under 11Materials 11 will be con-
sumed or wear out and will n e ed to be restocked . But , 
the "Tools and Equipment" will need to be ordered only 
once , if properly cared for . Choices may be made from 
them : 47 
Materials 
1. Battleship linolewn 
2 . Draftsman ' s tracing paper 
3. Typewriter or pencil carbon paper 
4 . Thumb tacks 
5. Gummed cellulose tape 
6 . Graph paper 
7 . Water color paint 
8 . Oil colors 
9 . Printer ' s ink 
10 . Spirits of turpentine 
11 . Kerosene (or white gasoline) 
12 . Eraser 
13 . Drawine: ink 
14 . Abrasive paper 
15 . Tempera paint 
16 . Glue 
17 . Paper for printing 
18 . Cloth for printing 
19 . Waste rags 
20 . Pencil 
Tools and Equipment 
1 . Ruler 
2 . Pocket lL~ife 
3. Sharpenin[ stone 
47K .o ., . t a.t...a , Q£_ . £.~· , p . 18 . 
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4 . Mal let 
5. Spatula (or palette knife) 
6 . Brayer 
7 . Drawing pens 
8 . Bench hook (or manufactured jig) 
9 . Artist's brush 
1 O. Glass 
11 • Linoleum bloc};: cut ting tools 
12. Printin5 press 
Printing the Block 
After the block has been cut the next step is to 
make the print . This process is done either by hand 
or by means of a press . 
The first step is to ink the slab . One should 
SQUeeze out a small amount of ink with a palette lmife 
( a putty knife is good , ~lso ) and spread the ink thinly 
over a space about the size of the hand . Next, the 
brayer should be inked . The handle should be held in a 
vertical position . The brayer is pushed over the inked 
surface , rolling in various directions (front to back 
and right to left). One should use the forward motion 
to ink the brayer evenly . A back- 'lnd-forth motion does 
not distribute the inlt on the roller evenly,and , there-
fore, should be avoided . 
The next step is to ink the block . The inked brayer 
should now be carefully pushed over the surface of the 
block . After the block has been inked, the brayer should 
be placed on the inking plate . Any ink left in the cut 
aw~y suace on the block should be removed . 
The block is now ready for printing . This can 
be done by hand or in a press . Throu[h the h~nd process, 
32 
the block is set in a form and the paper , which h3.s 
been attached to the form using thurnbtacks , is carefully 
brought down over it . Pressure is c ently applied with 
the hands or a burnisher over 3.ll the relief surfaces . 
The unmounted block can be printed in a wrin5er-
type press . The paper is carefully plac ed over the 
block and they are pulled through the wringer . 
The mounted block is printed in the roller-type 
proof press . It is placed in the press and built up to 
the necessary heit:ht with magazines c:.nd newsprint . 
The paper is then pl2ced on the block and the roller 
is drawn evenly across them . A few trials will teach 
one just the correct amount of inking required to pro-
duce beautiful , interestine; and satisfyin[ prints . 
Cleaning and Storing the Equipment 
Good judgement is the most sensible guide in clean-
ing the tools and equipment . Cleanliness is of prime 
importance in the crafts laboratory . Sloppiness cannot 
be tolerated . There are a variety of solvents and cleaners 
available and the ones best suited for each p~rticular 
job should be used . All cleaning should be done immed-
iately after the printing process is completed . A few 
of the most cox~on solvents and cleaners are benzene , 
white gasoline , kerosene, carton tetrachloride , s.nd 
tincture of green soap . 
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The equipment should be stored so as to prevent damage 
and to ~eep all parts in f OOd condition for future use . 
CHAPTER VII 
PRINTS IN GENERAL 
Prints as Works of Art 
"Prints considered as works of art are taken from 
blocks of wood , linoleum, stone , metal , or other material , 
which have been engraved or otherwise prepared by hand . 
These prints are original works of art and take their 
place beside drawinr~s and paintings . u 48 
To people with a re.ther lirni ted bude et and differ-
ent tastes for art , the print has partially solved the 
problem of decoration in the modern home . 
In the future , this work of art will no doubt 
increase in value and survive as valued property to 
all of us . 
Commercial Prints 
Although commercial prints are not considered works 
of art , they have done much to educate the public to 
good pictures . 
"Commercia l prints are generally made by the photo-
mechanical process . A painting, drawing , etching , or 
block print is first made by an artist . The original 
is then photoe:raphed upon sensitized ula tes and , by 
48 Perry , 212. · cit ., p . 133 . 
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special processes these plates are prepared for our 
newspapers , macazines , books , pamphlets , and for all 
kinds of printed matter . 1149 
There are numerous ways in which block prints can 
be used commercially . Polk lists a few of these : 50 
1 . Tint blocks as backgrounds for other 
matter . 
2. A temporary detour printed on a map . 
3. Headpieces and tail pieces for a 
booklet page . 
4 . Background for type cut . 
5. Title page of a folder . 
6 . Construction of ~raphs or charts . 
7. Two-color desiEn for the cover of 
a dance folder . 
8 . Si~ple monograms , silhouettes , and 
other decorative spots . 
Z:9Ibid . , p . 1 34. 
50-- . ..... 
Poll\: , 9..£· £~· , PP o 51-56 . 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study has attempted to give the reader an over-
all picture of an area of the handicrafts ; namely, block 
printing . The origin and his tory atteopt to point out 
the fact that this craft is extrerr;ely old. It has had 
a low ebb in popularity among the crafts, but it is 
regaining its status greatly in modern times. 
Linoleum, particularly battleship linoleum, has 
greatly aided in the rise of this craft with oeople of 
today . The woodcut and wood en5ravins are still employed 
today, so we now have both kinds in existance . 
The procedures or methods includin[ designinE, trans-
ferring, cutting, and printin[ point out the need for one 
to exercise extreme care in order to eliminate costly 
mistal\:es which waste time and .. ,aterials . Nevertheless, 
it should be understood that this ~eans of expression is 
not difficult tc learn if one has a real desire and deter-
mination to learn . 
Concerning the joys and ple·::.sures one may possess 
in block printinf, FrR.nkenfield states the followirg: 
There is nothin5 quite so wonderful 
as the creative force of your mind expressed 
through the use of your hands in a hobby that 
will make you happy . 
only 
it . 
when 
The real pleasure of block printing can 
be experienced if you take time and do 
The full joy of achieveme~t is reached 
you see the results of your handiwork . 5 1 
The craft of block printin~ lends itself to many 
uses and in many ways . Leisure-time persuits , commercial 
and artistic work , and an area in the crafts proe;ram are 
avenues through which block printing can be employed . 
It is an area of craftwork which the writer finds both 
interesting and challenging . 
51Frankenfield , QE• ci~., p . 64 . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
BLOCK PRINT SAMPLES 
An Old Woodcut Print 
39 
A Line Print* 
irCourtesy of the C. Howard Hunt Pen Company , Camden , 
New Jersey . 
40 
41 
A Line Print 
' 
•• t • 
.. ' . . 
.p __ ,· ' 
• .. · 
A Line Print* 
~Courtesy of Dr . Robert B. Sonderman , Crafts 
Laboratory , Eastern Illinois University , Charleston , 
Illinois . 
42 
• 
A Mass Print* 
;;:·courtesy of the C. Howard Hunt Pen Company , Camden, 
New Jersey . 
43 
44 
A Mass Print 
,-: __________ __,, 
• ~~----
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A Mass Print* 
Courtesy of Dr . Robert B. Sonderman, Crafts Laboratory , 
Eastern Illinois University , Charleston, Illinois . 
• 
A Multiblock Print* 
·:}courtesy of the C. Howard Hunt Pen Company , Camden, 
New J rsey . 
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A Multiblock Print 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINTING YOUR GREETING CARDS 
Plan design or drawing. Transfer to linoleum with carbon paper, or sketch directly on linoleum 
w ith pencil or waterproof ink. Cut out all ports that ore to be white in print. Start with No. l or 
No. 21 Cutter, and use tool shapes fitted to work to be done. Experience will bring out techniques. 
Roll out in~ with brayer on a piece of gloss. Ink blor.k; place in press; apply pressure to make print. 
Block must be inked for each print. Use suitable paper. 
Notice: Write to C. Howard Hunt Pen Company, Comden, N. J ., the SPEEDBALL Manufacturers, 
when you wont full in~ormotion on Block Printing . Address the Educational Deportment. 
Pr inted in U.S.A. Form 400 
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APPENDIX B 
lOCHURES OF BLOCK PRINTING PRODUCTS AND PROCEDURES~'" 
Bpeedball Lino Products 
"" 
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SPEEDBALL LINOLEUM CUTTERS ancl PRODUCTS for BLOCK PRINTING 
A /\ (\ n r'\ 
SPEEDBALL LINOLEUM CUTTER HANDLES 
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SPEEDBALL Linoleum Cutter Handles are w e ll built 
to give long service. Designed to fit the hand comfort-
ably. Fitted with a hand-adj usted screw chuck which 
makes it easy to flt and change Linozip and Linoleum 
v v v \._I 
SPEEDBALL Linozips are a new idea in block p rint-
ing tools . Linozips are pulled instead of pushed to cut. 
This results in a new type of print and is entirely safe 
in the hands of a novice . Used with the conventiona l 
cutter the Linozip rounds out the line to produce even 
more interesting prints. The No. 6 knife is a good 
scratch knife or a utility knife for the school, studio o r 
REGULAR SPEEDBALL LINOLEUM CUTTERS 
LINOLEUM CUTTER SIZES AND SHAPES 
Cutters. $6.00 Per Dozen 
No. 1. Liner for small work and detail. No. 2. 
V-shaped Gouge for sharp detail and outline. No. 3. 
Large Liner for large work and bold outline. No. 4. 
U-shaped Gouge for flat gouging and lettering. No. 5. 
Large Gouge for routing. No. 6. Knife for cutting blocks. 
$1.SO Per Dozen 
' 
,, 
' ' ASSORTMENT No. 1 Contains Cutters Nos. 1, 2, 3, 
5, 6, with the new screw chuck 
handles. Student size. Packed in 
neat carrying kit. 
$1.00 Each 
NEW COLOR EDITION 
" BLOCK PRINTING WITH 
LINOLEUM" 
By Henry Frankenfield 
New 64 page book on crea-
t ive block printing replacing old 
48 page ed ition replete w ith 
color and instruction. 
7Sc 
ASSORTMENT No. 2 
Contains Cutters Nos . 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, with two screw chuck 
handles. May be used by two stu-
dents . Large, attractive package. 
$1.SO Each 
BLOCK PRINTING PRESS 
Model B 
Light weight Press built of 
metal. Prints up to eight inches 
wide. Proper pressure assured . 
$9.SO Each 
No. S 1 BRA YER 
Four-inch-wide Roller. A well con-
:; t r l,,o..e tcd Bray-er . Feet rest pic-
vents smears. Wooden handle . 
$1.SO Each 
New No. 53 BRA YER 
Efficient Double or Tandem Roll -
e rs. Speeds inking of cuts . Al so 
multiple color work. $2.SO Each 
No. 49 BRAYER. A four-inch Econ-
omy Brayer with a plated handle . 
7Sc 
print shop. $1.SO Per Dozen 
SPEEDBALL BLOCI< PRINTING 
INKS 
WATER SOLUBLE 
Water soluble Inks should be 
used for all ordinary printing in 
the classroom. Black and white, 
red, orange, yellow, blue, g reen, 
violet and brown. Packed in 
1" x 4" tubes. 
SOc Each 
Reducer No. 1-Wet Conditions .. . .. . 50 
Reducer No. 2-Dry Conditions . .. . . . . 50 
1/4-lb . Tubes, Any Color, $1.00 
NEW! gold and silver water soluble 
and oil inks now available same 
prices a~ other colors. 
SPEEDBALL OIL INKS 
Speedball Oil In ks are use d 
fo r cloth printing, o r whe re per-
manent ink is desired . Ca n be 
laundered . Made in standa rd 
colors including black and w hite, 
red, orange, yellow, blue, g reen , 
violet and brown . Also a THIN -
NER used when necessa ry for 
brush retouching. Packed in pop-
ular size l " x 4" tubes . 
SOc Each 
1 ~ -!b . Tub2s, Any Color, $1 .00 
~''""~ . \# """'\; ' 
ASSORTMENT No. 37 
Contains Linozip Cutters Nos. 
21, 22, 23, 25 and 6, with screw 
chuck handle. Packed in nea t 
carrying kit. 
$1.00 Each 
SPEEDBAll LI NO No. 3 SH 
5 Sp zedball cutters, stee l chu ~k 
handle, 2 large tubes speedball 
pr inting in ks, red and b la ck. 
Qual ity Brayer. Linoleum block, 
3 x 4 inches . 48 page boo k. 
Packet of ideas. Complete. Co n · 
te nts of know n value and wo rth . 
La rge attractive gift package . 
$3.9S Each 
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• 
Replace the carved block with one that is n1 
of the same size as the carved block. Snap t i 
place to hold the block. Do riot remove the P, 
' 
crayon rubbing or the carbon paper. 
With a hand lead pencil, trace out the parts 
rubbing that you want as a second color in a ml 
Repeat this procedure for as many color . 
blocks as you want. Carve the color blocks 
with SPEEDBALL Linoleum Cutters or Linozips. 
I 
When all the color blocks are done, check 
the results by using the crayon rubbing I 
method. Work from light to dark colors. Make II 
corrections where needed. j 
l 
.. 
\ 
-SPEEDBALL' LINOLEUM CUTTERS and PRODUCTS for BLOCK PRINTING 
SPEEDBALL LINOLEUM CUTTER HANDLES 
SPEEDBALL Linoleum Cutter Handles are well built 
to give long service. Designed to fit the hand comfort-
ably. Fitted with a hand-adjusted screw chuck which 
makes it easy to fit and change Linozip and Linoleum 
Cutters $6.00 Per Dozen 
" 
/\ {\ n r'\ 
REGULAR SPEEDBALL LINOLEUM CUTTERS 
LINOLEUM CUTTER SIZES AND SHAPES 
No. l. Liner for small work and detail. No. 2. 
V-shaped Gouge for sharp detail and outline. No. 3. 
Large Liner for large work and bold outline. No. 4. 
U-shaped Gouge for flat gouging and lettering. No. 5. 
Large Gouge for routing. No. 6. Knife for cutting blocks. 
u.s.11;1 
~ ]\\! 
l
cni!?1 i'.l g;rn 
r.lco:il 
;11,'.t> c 1 
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v 
$1.SO Per Dozen 
.pi. 
v v v 
SPEEDBALL Linozips are a new idea in block print-
ing tools. Linozips are pulled instead of pushed to cut. 
This results in a new type of print and is entirely safe 
in the hands of a novice. Used with the conventional 
cutter the Linozip rounds out the line to produce even 
more interesting prints. The No. 6 knife is a good 
scratch knife or a utility knife for the school, studio or 
print shop. $1.SO Per Dozen 
NEW COLOR EDITION 
"BLOCK PRINTING WITH 
LINOLEUM" 
By Henry Frankenfield 
New 64 page book on crea-
tive block printing replacing old 
48 page edition replete with 
color and instruction. 
75c 
BLOCK PRINTING PRESS 
Model B 
Light weight Press built of 
metal. Prints up to eight inches 
wide. Proper pressure assured. 
$9.SO Each 
'\ ' '' ASSORTMENT No. 1 Contains Cutters Nos. l, 2, 3, 
5, 6, with the new screw chuck 
handles. Student size. Packed in 
neat carrying kit. 
$1.00 Each 
ASSORTMENT No. 2 
Contains Cutters Nos. l, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, with two screw chuck 
handles. May be used by two stu-
dents. Large, attractive package. 
$1.SO Each 
SPEEDBALL LINO No. 3 SET 
5 Speedball cutters, steel chuck 
handle, 2 large tubes speedball 
printing inks, red and black. 
Quality Brayer. Linoleum block, 
3 x 4 inches. 48 page boo:.. . 
Packet of ideas. Complete. Con -
tents of known value and worth . 
Large attractive gift package . 
$3.9S Each 
ASSORTMENT No. 37 
Contains Linozip Cutters Nos. 
21, 22, 23, 25 and 6, with screw 
chuck handle. Packed in neat 
carrying kit. 
$1.00 Each 
SPEEDBALL BLOCK PRINTING 
INKS 
WATER SOLUBLE 
Water soluble Inks should be 
used for all ordinary printing in 
the classroom. Black and white, 
red, orange, yellow, blue, green, 
violet and brown. Packed in 
l "x4" tubes. 
SOc Each 
Reducer No. 1-Wet Conditions . . . . .• 50 
Reducer No. 2-Dry Conditions . . . . . .50 
1/4-lb. Tubes, Any Color, $1 .00 
NEW! gold and silver water soluble 
and oil inks now available same 
prices as other colors. 
NEWI COLORS ADDED 
Magenta - Turquoise - Light Red -
Dark Yellow. Water soluble and oil 
inks now available, >ame price as 
other colors. 
SPEEDBALL OIL INKS 
Speedball Oil Inks are used 
for cloth printing, C>r where per-
manent ink is desired. Can be 
laundered. Made in standard 
colors including black and white, 
red, orange, yellow, blue, green, 
violet and brown. Also a THIN-
NER used when necessary for 
brush retouching. Packed in pop-
ular size l "x4" tubes 
SOc Each 
1/4-lb. Tubes, Any Color, $1.00 
New No. S3 BRA YER 
Efficient Double or Tandem Roll-
ers. Speeds inking of cuts. Also 
multiple color work. $2.SO Each 
No. 49 BRAYER. A four-inch Econ-
omy Brayer with a plated handle. 
7Sc 
New Block Printing Products! 
No. S l BRA YER 
four-inch-wide Roller. A well con-
structed Brayer. Foot rest pre-
vents smea rs. Wooden handle. 
$1.SO Each 
NEWI SIX-INCH BRAYER 
No. S6 BRA YER 
Six-inch-wide Roller. A well-constructed 
Brayer with foot rests . Comfortable 
wooden handle. 
$2.00 each 
NEWI INKING PLATE 
Sturdy metal inking plate with lip to fit over 
edge of desk. Unbreakable, easily cleaned. 
$l.2S each 
11\Jl<ll\Jt::. Pl A TS: .. <orl nc R<>nrh Hnnlr f,-,, hnlrlinn 
Now Complete Color Block Printing 
with SPEEDBALL 
NEW! COLOR REGISTER JIG 
A new all Metal Color Register Jig used in making registered 
color blocks. Complete with adjustable spring for holding 
blocks and clips for holding paper when planning multi-color 
block prints. Felt backed. 
$3.50 each 
NEW! COLOR PRINTING JIG 
A new Metal Color Printing Jig which is easily clipped on to 
Model B Press for use in Color Block Printing. Holds paper and 
block in place. 
$1.25 each 
Notice: Write to C. HOWARD HUNT PEN CO., Camden, N. J., 
the SPEEDBALL Manufacturers, for full information and Lesson 
Charts on Linoleum Block Printing, address the Educational 
Department. 
~~~~~_.."",.............._ 
'/ 
~ 
ernod for planning a 
which are registered to produce a multi-color linoleum block 
print. 
Follow the simple procedure shown in the illustration. 
Place a completely carved linoleum block into the corner 
of the Color Register Jig. Snap the spring over the corner of 
the block to hold it in place. Sometimes this block is called 
the Master Block. 
Attach a piece of paper and a piece of carbon paper to 
the Color Register Jig with the paper clips which are furnished. 
Make a crayon rubbing of the carved block using the flat 
side of a piece of soft wax crayon, preferably black. This 
results in a reproduction of what the carved block will look 
like when printed. 
Replace the carved block with one that is not carved and 
of the same size as the carved block. Snap the spring into 
place to hold the block. Do not remove the paper with the 
crayon rubbing or the carbon paper. 1 
With a hand lead pencil, trace out the parts of the crayon 
rubbing that you want as a second color in a multi-color print. 
Repeat this procedure for as many color 
blocks as you want. Carve the color blocks 
with SPEEDBALL Linoleum Cutters or Linozips. 
When all the color blocks are done, check 
the results by using the crayon rubbing 
method. Work from light to dark colors. Make 
corrections where needed. 
----··-·--··-·······--
BLOCK 
THE MULTI-COLOR PRINTING JIG- FITS MODEL B PRESS 
The printing of the series of blocks for the multi-color print is done on our SPEEDBALL Model B 
fitted with the Printing Jig which is slipped on the base of the press. The printing jig holds the p~ 
and blocks in place so the colors will register to make up the complete colored print. Again, work f 
light to dark colors. 
For more information on Block Printing write to the Educational Dept. of the 
C. HOW ARD HUNT PEN CO., of Camden, N. J., the manufacturers of the SPEEDBALL line. 
' SPEEDBALL is a registered Trademark. Printed in U.S.A. 
INKING PLATE 
Place lip over edge of desk. Roll out ink with Brayer. Roll on 
lino block for printing. 
INKING PLATE USED AS BENCH HOOK 
Place lip of plate over edge of desk. Place lino block ag 
metal edge to hold for carving . 
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Wiping or painting with brush will give you new ideas, form your background 
with a little experimentation, lovely prints can be made. 
Try this method in tones of the same color; sepias, grays, blues and see how 
much softer the results are. Try and keep background colors and tints soft and 
light, and carved print darker and sharp. This is a good method to use for posters, 
programs, cards, invitations. Try it on cloth-some fine results may be had. Save 
the best and mount and frame for gifts. 
KINDS OF LINO CUTS SUITABLE 
FOR COLORED BACKGROUNDS 
COPYRIGHT-HUNT PEN C0.-1956 C-14 
• 
MOUNTED ANO UNMOUN1E.O Ll\\\OLEU M 
-'TooLS AND MATERIALS--
Und'1rhand- FOR SIRONG L\NES ANO 
ROUT\NG OUT THE BACKGROUND-
SHOWING OUTL\NING..t ROUTING...l ANO DETAIL 
USE N0.1 eNo N0.5 .SPEEDBALL \;UTTER 
••••••• 2A3TT3.J 
Otferhand-- FOR OUTLlNING, FINE 
LINES ANO DETAILS -
WRONG WAV OF CUTTING-
~~~ 
GDDD PDDR PllllR 
Cross-section ef cut block, 
,,,... 
~--­Mf THOD•Of· CUTTING· LETTERS MUST·.Bf.·CUT· IN·REVf.RSf CorNENTIONAL WHITE ON 8LACK-8LACKONWMlTE ETC.HtO ANO STIPPLE 
ETCH WITH N0.1 CUTTER HELO UP·SIOE·OOWN USE N0.6 FOR .STIPPLINC":r. 
DIFFERENT WAYS OF -
VARIOUS CUTS TO EXPRESS AC.TION ANO 1"EXTURE. 
l1ME. AND PATIENCE Will IMPROVE, YOUR WORK 
-- REFER TO OTHER LESSONS-- Copyrighf-llunf PenCo,Cdmden,,N.cl-.194.l ~ N-J 
SHOWING STEPS IN MAKING TINTED OR TWO 
COLOR BACKGROUND FOR CARVED BLOCK 
After making a single color lino 
print, you may want to add color. An 
easy way is to take a block of the same 
size as the carved block, roll a color on 
it and print it and then ink the carved 
block and print over the tint and at once 
you add color to your print. By having 
two colors, graded from light to dark on 
the same roller, you ink the uncarved 
block and print it and then print the 
carved block over it and you add light 
and dark and another color to your print. 
There is no need here for registry, the 
same size of the blocks takes care of it. 
Wiping or painting with brush will give you new ideas, form your background 
with a little experimentation, lovely prints can be made. 
Try this method in tones of the same color; sepias, grays, blues and see how 
much softer the results are. Try and keep background colors and tints soft and 
light, and carved print darker and sharp. This is a good method to use for posters, 
programs, cards, invitations. Try it on cloth-some fine results may be had. Save 
the best and mount and frame for gifts. 
KINDS OF LINO CUTS SUITABLE 
FOR COLORED BACKGROUNDS 
COPYRIGHT-HUNT PEN C0.-1956 C-14 
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DETAILS WITH KNIFE 
PRINTING THE BLOCK 
'-' .1..1. a. '-'.l.VQ..1..1. U.l..l'--'0....1.. Y V \.A. .1..1...lV U.1..1. l.IV\.A. .1..1..1..l.V.1.Ci U.1..1..1. 
block, roll a good film of the contrasting tints 
of color, this is done at the same time because 
both tints are on the same roller. With the 
other roller and the darker color lay down 
color areas as shown in illustration. Use your 
imagination. 
With a rounded knife blade, scratch out de-
tails, do not cut into the surface of the block. 
Use rounded knife edge for broad detail, the 
point for the fine lines. 
Place a piece of soft, absorbent paper on the 
rubber platen of the press and print. You'll be 
surprised at the fresh result. The first print will 
be sharp, the next a little lighter, three or four 
may be made. Repeat in same way, block need 
not be cleaned for next idea. When through 
wash the block, it's ready for use the next time. 
Charming and lively prints can be produced; 
some worth framing-and it is so much fun. 
COPYRIGHT-HUNT PEN C0.-1956 C-9 
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DRAWING WITH THE BRAYER 
DETAILS WITH KNIFE 
Ui 
~--11111-c 
PRINTING THE BLOCK 
BRA YER PRINTING 
This is one of the most fascinating ways to 
have fun with block printing. Materials needed 
are few; an ink plate made out of window glass 
mounted on cardboard, white and colored water 
soluole block printing inks, and a brayer, pref-
erably a double brayer, it's so much handier for 
the colors, and a few mounted uncarved lino-
leum blocks white surfaced. 
Start by rolling a good film of white ink on 
the plate, then a bit of color on the top and 
another color on the bottom, contrasting colors 
are good, so that there will be a tint of each 
color on the roller. On the other plate mix the 
contrasting colors generously to produce a 
dark shade, charge the other roller with the 
darker color, now your pallette is complete. 
On a clean uncarved mounted linoleum 
block, roll a good film of the contrasting tints 
of color, this is done at the same time because 
both tints are on the same roller. With the 
other roller and the darker color lay down 
color areas as shown in illustration. Use your 
imagination. 
With a rounded knife blade, scratch out de-
tails, do not cut into the surface of the block. 
Use rounded knife edge for broad detail, the 
point for the fine lines. 
Place a piece of soft, absorbent paper on the 
rubber platen of the press and print. You'll be 
surprised at the fresh result. The first print will 
be sharp, the next a little lighter, three or four 
may be made. Repeat in same way, block need 
not be cleaned for next idea. When through 
wash the block, it's ready for use the next time. 
Charming and lively prints can be produced; 
some worth framing-and it is so much fun. 
COPYRIGHT-HUNT PEN C0.-1956 C-9 
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_,PROCEDURE~ 
A register jig must be used to 
transfer the des~n accurat<ZtY from 
the master cut (Tliis cut hoW:s tM 
color rums toozther and ts usuaUy done 
in black or a. &rk color.) ThJz jig con--
s l,sts of (t wooden ri£]ht ang1'2, the STEPS IN ACTUAL THREE-COLOR PRINT 
srum lwi9ht as tha linoleum eut, nailed or serewed to a. board. 
Cut master bloek and place in jig. Use soft pencil or crayon to transfer design.. 
r ransfer and carbon are not removed until tracmg has been made from all eowr 
blocks. A~er rubbing is made, ~move master eut and insert naw bloek forfirst' 
color. Tram first color areas accur~w on block. RernDVe first eolor block and wP,OOt 
abow process for eachcf re~ colors. Cut color blocks as i.n.strucW in ~s­
sons 1 and 2, be41g ooreful not to cut into the Lina as this wili result ina. white 
hairline arolUld ttia color. As ea.ch, block is complatad, tast it bY. maki~ a rubbing 
in tha register ji.g. Mist~s m.a.y thm ba cornzded before final printing .. 
Maki a prlnt~ jl.g like the register j~, but lower, to allowfur press~e in 
printi~. Plait so that the cuts wlll be in tl1'l ~nter and allow for margiri on 
print; \f1sert a pieecz of sporuJe rubOOS' on press base to reduca amolUltof pressure 
Ln prtntUl9 .. 
Using materials and methods as described in lessoriP.3, print ooclt bkxk 
starting with the LUJhtest color, and finishing with the rnashzr cur. 
Copyright-Hunt PenCo.,, 1941- C-4 
PRIOTlnG 
t.he 
LtnOLEUm 
BLOCK 
PROCEDURE IN 
BLOCK PRIHIING 
Secura a. strO(lg talie 
and arm~ materials as 
shown in tfw illustration. 
Squem a smoll amount 
cf ink on dw ink slab. Spread. 
evenw with brayer Wl.til Lnk 
covers cznf1nz nJUer, thm. ~ 
to block, rolling from sicfu tD 
sida and From top to bottom 
to insure even dishibutim owr 
entire surface. Be moderate 
in tlw use of ink. Too nweh 
tilUllS Of l'ttESSfS f01t 610CK1'1'1UftnG is as bad as too little. P~ paper on Mt of 
press; thm if1£ inked bloek on 
the paper. Apply pressu,re 
and remow print. Thf ltock 
must be re-mked foreaeh 
succeediruJ print. 
In mUJti-color P."~ 
ink and print first li_#.-est 
color blOck. Remov<i block 
allowing print t:o nzmain in 
~"·· press; repeat for each color, 
printil}g master or fwy block 
last It is not neocssmy to 
allow diy~ timf after ruch 
printi~. When the final 
color has bren applid, the 
finis~d print should be 
placed on a flqt surface .to dry th~ougn(y. . 
If a press LS rwt avrulabLe~ prmts may be ma.iliz by usu19 an adapted 
c~ wnnger, cov<ZriruJ the print paper with newsp~r 00cki09. In the some 
way. a roll~ pin, braY.er, mallet or ftainmer may be Wed. You may print bv rub-
, bing directly on the back of the prin~ paper with a. spoon or glass OOorlod>. 
Watar soluble ink- is used m schools and in any case wh£re it is not 
necess~s:y to have .,Pemtanency. It is easµ.y droned with water. Reducers· are 
availabUz - No.l for wet conditions; No.Z for dr.r conditions. 
Oil ink ts used for ~ncy. It may bcz thinned with transparent 
medium and must be c~d with an oil solvent, such as benzene, karo-
sene, etc. This ink is used for printing on fabrics. It will Launder. 
Block printing inks may oe ml.x.ad in the soma wa.y as water-
colors. The water soluble ink may be used as water-colOr for pa.i.nr-
ing. In multl.-color work new colors are rnruie by printing one color 
over the oth£r. Copyri9ht-flunl Pen Co., 1941- P-3 
\. 
r 
THE MULTI~COLO-R._ PRINT 
UIYE .D.RAMNG SNOWING 
P.LAN FOil CO.LOR-
MAY BE .DOY£ IN 
PENCIL OR. PEN 0£ 
COLOR-
REGrJTERJIG 
CARBON PAPER 
ATTACHED for 
MAKI Nd 
Ti.UBZJ//V(J 
.. .. 
PRINIINB JIG 
SERfES OF eon FOR MOZTI-t?OLOR PRIUr AN AeTUAL MUm-COlOR PRINT 
-PROCEDURE_, 
A register j~ must oo used to 
transfer the des~n accur$!y from 
the master cut (Tliis cut holds the 
color rums ~rfulr and ls usually done 
in black or a &rk color.) The jig con-
s ts ts of a wooden ri£Jht angw, the STEPS IN ACTUAL THREE-COLOR PNJNT 
srum height as tfw lirwleuni eut, nailed or screwed to a. board. 
Cut master bloek and place in jig. Use soft pencil or crayon to transfer design-. 
Transfer and carbon are not removed wilil trac~ has beeri llll1de from a1L col.Or 
blocks. After rubbing is made, remove master eut and insert naw block forfirst 
color. Trace first color areas aaurabzly on block. Remove first color block and wpoot 
abow proeQSS for ea.chef re~ oolors. Cut color bloeks as instrucUd in~­
sons 1 and 2, be41g careful not to cut into the Una as this will result ina. white 
hairliM arolUld tfu color. As ea.ch, block is complcl-.ad, tast Lt by maki~ a rubbing 
in tha register ji.g. Mistakes may thm ba corrQcted before final pri.n.tiitg~ 
Maki a prlnt~ ji.g like the register j~, but lower, to ailowfur press~e i,n, 
printi~. Ptah so that the cuts wilt be in tllQ center and allow for margiJi on 
print; 'f1sert a piczecz of sporuJe rubbar on press base to reduca amolUltof pressure 
tn prLntUl9. 
UsLng mat<Zrials and methods as described in l~sson P.3, print' oocll block 
startirUJ with the Li<Jhtest color, and finisning with the mashzr cut. 
Copyri9ht-Hunt PenCo.,, 1941 - C-4 
• 
APPENDIX C 
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING NULTI - COLOR PRINT PROCEDURES"~ 
Assecbly of Block, Paper and Carbon Paper in 
Color Registry Jig 
/ """· 
*All courtesy of the C. Howard Hunt Pen Company , 
Camden, New Jersey . 
53 
54 
Pencil Tracing on Crayon Rubbing of Carved Block 
• 
55 
Inkin5 Plate Used as Bench Hook 
56 
The Brayer 
• 
' I 
57 
Block Printing Inks 
• 
58 
Rolling Out Ink with Brayer on Inkinc Plate 
• 
59 
Multi-Color Printing Ji c - Fits Model B Press 
• 
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